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What are we really doing?

Modify power counting of NN 
contact interactions, so as

(1) to satisfy renormalization 
group invariance;

(2) to better understand how 
much of nuclear physics is 
decided by short-range 
interactions as opposed to 
chiral symmetry.
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The big picture

Model-independent 
descriptions of low-energy 
nuclear physics, based on 

chiral effective field theory

  

Why study low-energy nuclear EFT

 Useful

Most nuclei bound below momentum scale Q ~ 140 MeV, no need to 
know the details of QCD

For many reactions, only near-threshold region interested

Controlled fusion, big-bang 
nucleosynthesis

EFT

p+ p! d+ e+ + ºe¹¡ + d! n+ n+ º¹

Dominating reaction 
to produce solar 
neutrinos, but 
unobservable in lab

1. Nuclear reactions

2. Electro-weak probes

  

Why study low-energy nuclear EFT

 Useful

Most nuclei bound below momentum scale Q ~ 140 MeV, no need to 
know the details of QCD

For many reactions, only near-threshold region interested

Controlled fusion, big-bang 
nucleosynthesis

EFT

p+ p! d+ e+ + ºe¹¡ + d! n+ n+ º¹

Dominating reaction 
to produce solar 
neutrinos, but 
unobservable in lab

3. Nuclear structure

Binding energies of light nuclei
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Effective field theory
EFT Effective

Lagrangian= + Power
Counting

organization principle:
a priori estimation of diagrams

. Low-energy Dofs

. Symmetries
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Goal: expansion of amplitudes

Q: generic external momenta,
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⇠ 100MeV

Mhi = ⇤SB ,m⇢, · · · ⇠ 1GeV

Main benefit: reliable estimates of theo. err.
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Dr. W’s prescriptions

D. Kaplan  INT  6/5/09

• Expand NN potential in 
chiral perturbation theory

• Sum up:

Weinberg method:

Procedure implemented to NNNLO by 

Epelbaum et al. 
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D. Kaplan  INT  6/5/09

• Expand NN potential in 
chiral perturbation theory

• Sum up:

Weinberg method:

Procedure implemented to NNNLO by 

Epelbaum et al. 
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⇤

❖ Implemented by Epelbaum, et al (1999, 2003) and Entem et al (2002) with a 
small range of cutoffs

❖ However, cutoff dependence of resummed amplitudes was not addressed in 
W counting

momentum
cutoff

1. Derivatives on couplings are 
always suppressed ––– naive 

dimensional analysis. 
2. Nonperturbative iterations don’t 

affect power counting. 
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Strength of OPE provides an infrared 
scale

  

Dr. Weinberg's prescription for NN 
“potentials”

….

OPE Leading irreducible TPE

non-polynomials follow naïve dimensional analysis:

primordial c.t. 

Long-range

Weinberg's prescription

 → assumming c.t. follow naïve dimensional analysis, too

k: relative 
momentum
q: momentum 
transfer

varies for different partial waves

Naive dimensional analysis for estimating 
contact interactions is no longer reliable
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Cutoff dependence of W counting
Nogga, Timmerman & van Kolck (2005)

RENORMALIZATION OF ONE-PION EXCHANGE AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 72, 054006 (2005)
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FIG. 8. Binding energies of the spurious bound states in selected
attractive triplet channels, before the introduction of the required
counterterms.

at other energies are cutoff independent for ! >∼ 8 fm−1.
Figures 11 and 12 summarize the analogous results for the
3P2-3F2 and 3D2 partial waves, respectively. The fits were
performed using the 3P2 phase shift at 50 MeV and the 3D2
phase shift at 100 MeV. We confirm the cutoff independence
(for large !) in all phase shifts and mixing parameters.

An alternative to absorbing the cutoff dependence in
the various P waves individually would be to employ one
counterterm with tensor structure. Unfortunately, we have not
been able to implement this idea without introducing cutoff
dependence in the 3P1 wave.

After removing the cutoff dependence by adding appro-
priate counterterms, we still find spurious bound states in
the 3P0,

3 D2, and also the 3S1-3D1 channels. However, the
cutoff dependence of the binding energies is now completely
different, as shown in Fig. 13. As desired, only 3S1-3D1 has a
shallow bound state, the deuteron, which is cutoff independent
over almost the entire ! range; the deuteron binding energy is
predicted to be 1.92 MeV in this LO calculation. The bound
states in the other channels are all very deep. A new bound
state appears with infinite binding energy around the cutoff
at which the corresponding counterterm is singular, and then
approaches a constant, large binding energy for increasing !.

These bound states are beyond the range of the EFT, and they
are irrelevant for the low-energy physics.

With the added counterterms, we obtain a very decent
description of the phase shifts. Figure 14 shows that our 3P0
result follows the energy dependence of the Nijmegen PWA
remarkably well. Obviously, the addition of the counterterm
is here supported by the experimental data. In the coupled
3P2-3F2 channels the agreement with the PWA below 50 MeV
is still satisfactory. We emphasize that the 3F2 phase and
the mixing parameter ε2 are predictions. Choosing a high
cutoff ! clearly does not compromise the description of these
observables

For the 3D2 phase (see Fig. 15), we find again a good
agreement with the PWA. Here, we also included the prediction
based on a calculation without a counterterm, for ! =
8.0 fm−1 in the plateau region of Fig. 9. For low energies below
50 MeV, the results are comparable. The deviations from the
PWA become significant toward higher energies, where the
plateau seen in Fig. 9 is more and more tilted. For these higher
energies, the counterterm again improves the predictions.

Our overview is completed in Figs. 15 and 16 with the
3D3-3G3,

3 F4-3H4, and 3G4 channels. In these partial waves
there is a relatively small cutoff dependence in the ! range
that we studied (although presumably cutoff dependence will
become significant at cutoffs high enough to bring in spurious
bound states). In all cases the agreement with the PWA is
improved when we increase the cutoff from the traditional
values around 2.5 fm−1 [16] to our higher values. This is
especially true for the 3D3 partial wave, which, for our higher
cutoffs, becomes attractive for higher energies.

After these encouraging results, we examine the 3N bound
state in the next section.

IV. THREE-NUCLEON BOUND STATE

The power of EFT comes to bear when more nucleons
are considered. The 3N system is the first extension to
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FIG. 9. Cutoff dependence of phase shifts in
attractive triplet channels at laboratory energies
of 10 MeV (solid line), 50 MeV (dashed line),
and 100 MeV (dotted line).
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These bound states are beyond the range of the EFT, and they
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result follows the energy dependence of the Nijmegen PWA
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is still satisfactory. We emphasize that the 3F2 phase and
the mixing parameter ε2 are predictions. Choosing a high
cutoff ! clearly does not compromise the description of these
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For the 3D2 phase (see Fig. 15), we find again a good
agreement with the PWA. Here, we also included the prediction
based on a calculation without a counterterm, for ! =
8.0 fm−1 in the plateau region of Fig. 9. For low energies below
50 MeV, the results are comparable. The deviations from the
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plateau seen in Fig. 9 is more and more tilted. For these higher
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E.g., 3P0

A singular attractive potential 
needs a counterterm –– 4-
nucleon operator with the 
same QM number as 3P0

A derivative coupling not suppressed!
Solid: Tlab = 10 MeV, dashed: 50 MeV

Very large cutoffs were used to illustrate the cutoff 
dependence, but we don’t insist on using them in practical 
calculations once power counting is established.
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Subleading orders in triplet channels Justification

complete analytic solutions not available, but asymptotic behavior at
r ! 0 is enough

for LO potential ⇠ �1/r 3,

 (0)
k (r) ⇠

✓
�
r

◆ 1
4

u0(r/�) + k2r 2

r
r
�
u1(r/�) +O(k4)

�

� =
3g 2

AmN

8⇡f 2⇡
u1, 2(x) ⇠ O(1)

V2⇡ ⇠ 1

r 5
r ! 0

T (2) = h (0)|V2⇡| (0)i

⇠
Z

⇠1/⇤

drr 2| (0)(r)|2 1

r 5
⇠ ↵0(⇤)⇤

5/2 + �0(⇤)k
2 +O(k4⇤�5/2)

Two pieces of divergences suggest two counterterms in uncoupled
channels: C & D terms in 3P0 ...

Renormalization of one insertion of two-pion exchange

Cutoff independence has also been checked numerically

BwL, van Kolck (2008)
BwL, Yang (2011, 2012)
Pavon Valderrama(2011, 2012)
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LO

NLO

NNLO

e.g., 3P0

C2 p^2

OPE

C4 p^4

Original W counting for (attractive) 
triplet channels
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Modified PC for (attractive) triplet 
channels

LO

NLO

NNLO

e.g., 3P0

C2 p^2

OPE

C4 p^4
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Modified PC for (attractive) triplet 
channels

LO

NLO

NNLO

e.g., 3P0

C2 p^2OPE

C4 p^4
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Fine tuning in 1S0

( )E. Epelbaum et al.rNuclear Physics A 671 2000 295–331308

as an indication that the determination of the c based on the method employed in Ref.i
w x Ž7 is more reliable than fitting to pN phase shifts as long as one works to third order

. w xin the chiral expansion . We remark that using the parameters of Ref. 7 , the deuteron
binding energy E comes out asd

NLO: E sy2.175MeV,d

NNLO: E sy2.208MeV, 4.1Ž .d

i.e. the NNLO result is already within 7.5 permille of the experimental number. Fine
tuning in the parameters in the deuteron channel would allow to get the binding energy

Ž .at the exact value of y2.224575 9 MeV without leading to any noticeable change in
the phase shifts. We later consider the deuteron channel separately with an exponential
regulator. This will lead to an improved binding energy but no attempt is made to match
the exact value in all digits.
At this point we would like to comment on the increase in the cut-off values when

Ž .going from NLO to NNLO NNLO–D . Consider first the leading order result. Lepage
w x24 has pointed out that inclusion of the one-pion exchange does not lead to a
remarkable increase in the cut-off values compared to a pionless theory. In order to fit
the phase shifts in the S-waves one should choose the cut-off below 500–600 MeV even

Žif the contact interactions with two derivatives are taken into account within our power
counting scheme such contact interactions contribute first at next-to-leading order and

.are of the same size as the lading two-pion exchange terms . Lepage assumed that such a
low value of the cut-off is due to the missed physics associated with the two-pion
exchange. So, naively, one would expect that the inclusion of the leading two-pion

Ž . ŽFig. 4. Predictions for the S-waves in degrees for nucleon laboratory energies E below 300 MeV 0.3lab
.GeV . The dotted, dashed and solid curves represent LO, NLO and NNLO results, in order. The squares depict

the Nijmegen PSA results. In the upper and the lower panel, 1S and 3S , respectively, are shown.0 1

Epelbaum et al (1999)

Tlab

1So phase shifts: comparison 
of EFT and PWA

W’s LO

PWA

W’s NLO

Large NLO correction 
suggests fine tuning of NLO 

counterterm --- C2 p^2

LO pot. = OPE + C0

LO pot. = OPE + C0 + C2 p^2    does not work for renormalization

Promoting C2?
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A trick

  

Improve LO of 1S0

 To introduce energy dependence in LO counterterm, use auxiliary field 
(only coupled to 1S0)  s-channel exchange→

 Φ does not correspond to physical state

(Kaplan, 1996, with a bit of 
modifciation by BwL)

  

Improve LO of 1S0

 To introduce energy dependence in LO counterterm, use auxiliary field 
(only coupled to 1S0)  s-channel exchange→

 Φ does not correspond to physical state

(Kaplan, 1996, with a bit of 
modifciation by BwL)

Kaplan (1996), with modification by BwL (2013)

Introduce s-channel exchange by an auxiliary dibaryon field 
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Improved convergence
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Summary

1. Weinberg’s scheme for chiral nuclear forces needs modifications

2. Some of the NN contact operators need promotions
    - In attractive triplet channels, due to renormalization
    - In 1s0, due to fine tuning of underlying theory

3. Any other constraints?
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